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Lustre Photo Prints 
High Resolution on Kodak Endura Lustre paper; well known for producing natural skin tones, enhanced 
highlight and shadow detail.  Lustre Photo Printing has the vivid colors and sharp color contrasts that a 
Glossy Print would have, just without the reflective glare. 
 
Mat board Mounting option is available. This sturdy backing is a great way to ensure the quality of 
framed prints over time.  If you would like your prints mounted, please add $6.00/print.  
 
4x6 $5.00 
5x7 $9.50 
8x10 $17.50 
11x14 $25.00 
16x20 $45.00 
 
Additional sizes and photo papers available.  Please inquire for more details. Because of color 
discrepancies and inconsistent quality among various consumer-level photo labs, we can only guarantee 
prints ordered through Carrie Collins Photography. 
 

Canvas Gallery Wraps 
A gallery-wrapped canvas is a stunning way to show off a single image or a collage. A solid wood base 
creates a very durable surface.  Canvas is finished with a thick, black backing, hanging hardware and UV-
free protective coating.  The "face" of the canvas stands 1.5 inches from the wall when displayed. 
 
 8x10  $45.00 
10x10 $51.99 
10x30   $66.00 
11x14   $70.00 
12x12  $70.00 
12x24  $79.00 
16x20  $85.99 
20x30  $95.00 
 
Additional sizes are available; please inquire. Carrie Collins Photography will assist with gallery designs 
for any of your custom art at no additional charge. 
 

Digital Images 
High-resolution digital images w/copyright release*   $59 each 
 

Press Products 
Birth Announcements, Holiday Cards and other press products start at $45 



 
Organic Bloom Frames and Galleries 
I am excited to be offering Organic Bloom Frames for my clients to display their custom art in their 
homes.  Organic Bloom specializes in creating unique, custom-made frames. Each frame is hand made 
and painted from scratch with the utmost care and creativity. At no additional charge, Carrie Collins 
Photography can help with frame selection and your unique gallery wall design. 
 

 



 



 


